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2ABSTRACT
The thesis is a study of the existing practices and
problems of the rice trade in Hong Kong. The two important
elements are the supply and price of rice. Hong Kong depends
heavily on China and Thailand for the supply of rice. Hence,
the local price of rice is greatly affected by the supply and
demand forces in the international market as well as the
local market.
Three groups of people are involved in the rice trade-
the Government, the rice traders and the consumers. They are
described in chapters three, four and five respectively. The
Government regulates the rice trade through the Rice Control
Scheme which is basically sound.
The rice trade is rather stable and reasonably profitable.
However, the importers worry about the cost of carrying the
rice reserve and the wholesalers are squeezed by severe com-
petition. Practically no marketing programs are carried out by
the merchants except the Australian rice merchants. The major
problem is that traditional management and trade practices are
still maintained in the rice trade.
The consumers are very concerned with the availability,
price and quality of rice. They complain that Government control
is not effective and that the rice merchants make abnormal
profits because the number of traders is limited.
Modifications to the Rice Control Scheme and recommendations
to the merchants are given in chapters six and seven.
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11.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Rice is the basic foodstuff for most people in Hong
Kong. We consume about 300,000 metric tons of rice every
year. It is only natural and without doubt that the Govern-
ment and the public pay much attention to the adequate
supply and reasonable price of rice.
In 1950, about 10% of the rice consumed was produced
locally in Yuen Long, Kam Tin, Tai Po and other patches
of areas in the New Territories. Nowadays, we import 97%
of our rice from various countries. China occupies about
50% of the market, Thailand provides another 35% and
Australia has a share of 10%. The rest comes from the
United States and other countries. The climate in Hong
Kong is suitable for growing rice. Yet, it is neither
economically feasible nor desirable to grow rice because
of the low return and the limited amount of lands which
are urgently needed for industrial development. Hong Kong
is a free port we have fewer political problems when we
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want to buy rice from other countries. However, the
Government has always regarded the supply of rice as one
of the most pressing economic problems and assumes the
responsibility to provide an adequate supply of rice at
a reasonably stable price. Government officials agree
that they are not the best businessmen. So, through
licensing and the Rice Control Scheme, they give the
right to certain traders to import rice for local con-
sumption and in turn these importers are obligated to
maintain a certain amount of rice stock. The public
thinks that these merchants enjoy a monopoly.
In 1973, because of the world supply shortage, the
price of rice was rising rapidly and the merchants were
being accused of stockpiling to gain unreasonably high
profits at the expense of the consumers. At the same time,
people found it difficult to understand the functions of
the wholesalers. They thought that the wholesalers were
ripping off a certain amount of profit while providing
no real service to the public. They criticized the non-
uniformity of price and quality of rice sold at the retail
shops.
During 1974 and 1975, the importers suffered substantial
financial losses. The rice merchants do have a lot of
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problems. Agricultural productions are at the mercy of
nature. When there is a shortage, the producing countries
ban exports and the merchants have difficulty in meeting
the import quota. On the other hand, when the world
harvest is good, prices are expected to fall. There is
nothing the merchants can do except to bear the loss on
the stock. The merchants' gross profits are restricted
by the Government in its attempt to keep the price down.
When price is falling, the merchants are competing among
themselves so as to minimize the stock on hand. In the
last two years, it was quite common to find the rice
importers giving a higher rebate to the wholesalers in
order to increase their sales.
1.2 Objective of the Study
The objective of the study is to present a fair and
broad view of the present situation of the rice trade.
Problems in the rice trade arise because of the con-
flicts in objectives between the three major sectors-
merchants, Government and consumers. In the final two
chapters, tentative proposals to solve some of the problems
are given.
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1.3 Scope of Study
Discussions were held with a number of people including a
manager in a rice-importing firm and the scope of study was
formulated on the basis of the results, Four major areas were
included:
a) International and Local Markets
The relationship between the two markets and the
factors determining prices will be discussed.
b) Government: The Regulator
The emphasis will be on the rice control scheme and
the role of the Government in the rice trade.
c) The Channel and the Merchants
The channel structure and its operations will be
described. Then, the practices and problems of the
channel members- importers, wholesalers and retailers-
will be analysed.
d) The Consumers
The impact of consumers' behavior on the merchants and
the Government will be described. Some social issues
related to the rice trade will also be analysed.
1.4 Methodolog_v
Selection of Samples of Merchants
in the Rice Trade
5a) Importers
There are forty-five importers. The choice was between
trying to cover most of them and looking into a number
of them in greater detail. To cover most of them,
mailed questionnaires have to be used. The response
rate would be low and it would be difficult to get all
the information needed. The final decision was to
concentrate on a few. The list of merchants was
studied carefully and these firms were chosen:
- An importer who in the past dealt mainly in Thai
rice but today handles China rice too.
- An importer of China rice who own his wholesale as
well as retail outlets.
- An importer of Australian rice.
b) Wholesalers
At the wholesale level, there are forty-one traders.
The following choice was made:
- An independent wholesaler whose business is
exclusively in the wholesale trade.
- A wholesaler who is part of a vertically inte-
grated chain.
- A wholesaler who also acts as an agent for the
importer.
- A retailers' association at thew oles_ale level.
6c) Retailers
There are five thousand merchants at the retail level.
The previous decision of using in-depth interviews was
kept. The sample consisted of four retail shops from
different areas, namely, Tsim Sha Tsui, Shaukeiwan, Wong
Tai Sin and Yuen Long. These areas were chosen because
they differ with respect to the factors that affect the
sales volume, the operation and the profit of a retail
shop. Specifically, the factors include income level,
social class, population density and shop rental rate.
The small sample size is thus justified in view of the
diversity in these factors for the areas under concern
and the purpose of 'the research which is to explore the
problems in the rice trade.
Sources of Information
Secondary data were used extensively where available and
applicable because of time and money consideration.
a) On International and Local Markets
- Commodities Yearbook
- FAO's publications
- Government reports and statistics
- Wah Kiu Yat Po
In addition, the practising managers were asked about the
prospects of the rice market.
7b) On Rice Control Scheme
- Government reports on the Scheme
- Consumers' Council's reports on the rice trade
- Records of the Legislative Council's meetings
c) On Merchants
In this section, information is compiled based on the inter-
views with the merchants and the financial reports of some of
the companies. Occasional reference to Wah Kiu Yat Po and
Government reports was made mainly for the purpose of
evaluating the validity of the statements made by the managers.
d) On Consumers and Social Issues
No consumer survey was carried out because secondary
information is available. Moreover, there are so many
variables in the consumers' profile that a small survey
is not likely to produce better results than those obtainable
from the secondary sources. The secondary sources are:
- Household Expenditure Survey conducted by the Census
and Statistics Department in 1974
- Consumers' Council's Survey on Rice Trade conducted in 1974
- Monthly statistics on rice consumption and consumption
pattern from the Department of Commerce and Industry
In addition, the opinions of two lecturers from the social
science studies and the reactions of the merchants on some
of the public's complaints were obtained through personal
interviews.
82.0 SUPPLY AND PRICE FACTORS IN THE RICE MARKET
2.1 Significance of Supply and Price
Factors for Executives
In order to decide when, where, and how much to buy
and to sell, and store within the confines of Government
regulations, the merchants have to keep a close watch on
the international scene. By watching the changes in the
factors affecting prices and supply, the merchants can make
better forecasts of the short-term future markets. They
have to select the grade of rice that will satisfy the
consumers e taste. The important indicators of the consumers'
taste are the local demand and consumption pattern. The
long-term factors such as scientific innovation and mechani-
zation plans in the rice-producing countries are also
important because these help the merchants to assess the
potential of growth and profitability of trade.
Government regulates the rice trade through the Rice
Control Scheme. Before it can decide on the desired stock
level and set the quarterly quota, it has to look at the
forecasts of future supply and price trends. Moreover, to
avoid over-burdening the merchants while at the same time
9
satisfy the public's needs, understanding the local rice
market is important.
The rest of the chapter is devoted to discussions on
the factors affecting supply and prices in the international
and local markets.
2.2 World Production and International
Rice Trading
Statistics on production and international trading of
rice are shown in Figures 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3.
The major producers of rice are China and India, where
rice is a staple food. Agricultural developments receive
great attention in these two countries even though the dollar
return on producing rice is rather low because of the high
population. The major rice producing countries are usually
the major rice consuming countries. Therefore, it is not
unusual for the rice producers to import rice. Because most
of the rice produced is consumed domestically, only two
percent of the total world production are traded internationally.
However, the exporters are still influential in setting the
price of rice because rice is scarce and is the basic food-
stuff for most people in the Asian countries. United States
and Thailand are the two major exporters accounting for about
40% of the world export.
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FIGURE 2.1
WORLD PRODUCTION OF ROUGH RICE
(Weight in Millions of metric tons)















Source: Foreign Agricultural Service U. S. D .A.,
reprinted in FAO Commodity Yearbook.
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FIGURE 2.2
WORLD EXPORT OF RICE
(By country of origin)
















Source: FAO Trade Yearbook
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FIGURE 2.3
WORLD IMPORT OF RICE
(By country of destination)












1,400 F1,100 F11250 FVietnam DR
9, 7319,1569,147World Total
Source: FAO Trade Yearbook
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The relationships between the producers, importers
and exporters can be represented in set notation as:
Producer
ExporterImporter
2.3 Major Sources of Supply for Local Market
Hong Kong depends almost wholly on imports for its
supply of rice, and domestic production is only about. 3%
of total consumption.
Statistics of rice imports by-origin are given in
Figure 2.4.
Except for the year 1968, Thailand occupied more
than 50% of the market before 1973. China ranked second,
supplying about 25% of the total import. During 1973,
Thailand had a bad harvest and the Thai Government imposed
severe export control. The rice importers had to import
rice from China and the United States to meet the quota.
The result was a permanent change in the market positions
of Thai and China rice. Now, about 50% of rice comes from
China whereas Thailand's share of the market is about 35%.
Australia is our third major-source, occupying about 10% of
the market with United States following her.
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FIGURE 2.4
HONG KONG IMPORT BY ORIGIN OF SOURCE
(Unit in Thousand Metric Tons)
Thailand China Australia Khmer Rep. U.S.A. Others Total
196 5 199.0 88.2 1.0 53.1 3.7 345.0
208.61966 99.0 3.8 15.0 9.5 335.9
1967 219.3 82.1 6.2 35.8 45.3 7.9 396.6
1968 120.2 97.1 5.7 22.9 44.9 16.1 306.9
1969 177.7 73.2 7.9 26.3 17.3 29.5 331.9
1970 185.9 84.0 10.4 19.4 11.9 23.6 335.2
1971 200.2 99.4 21.2 3.0 5.6 15.3 344.7
1972 242.9 107.9 20.0 0.2 1.8 4.0 376.8
1973 101.8 158.5 18.9 2.7 61.7 14.9 358.4
1974 111.4 156.6 18.2 2.5 8.3 2.4 299.3
1975 118.7 179.8 29.6 1.0 3.7 1.1 339.9
Source: Department of Commerce and Industry
Note: The data in Figure 2.3 compiled by FAO are based on
import declaration. The data published by the Department
of Commerce and Industry are the offtakes from the godowns.
This explains the differences.
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There are certain factors affecting the selection of
source:
a) Government restriction on a particular source
The merchants have to apply to the Government for
the right to import rice from a certain source of
supply. In the past, there was a quantitative res-
triction in the import of rice from China. This was
relaxed in June 1973.
b) Availability of Supply
The merchants are required to import according to the
quarterly quota. So, when problems arise with their
usual source of supply, they have to switch to other
sources.
c) Location of Source
Thailand and China are close to Hong Kong. The trans-
portation cost is lower and the lead time required in
ordering is shorter. So, it is advantageous for the
merchants to import from these countries.
d) Terms on Trade with Supplying Countries
China's rice exports are handled by the Government and
she has contractual agreements with the merchants on an
annual basis. In Thailand, the rice traders are individual




The merchants have to meet the needs of the consumers.
When the consumers prefer China rice to Thai rice,
the merchants will switch to China for the supply of
rice and vice versa.
2.4 Factors affecting International Market Price




The climate through the growing and harvest periods
and the occurrence of natural calamities such as
drought, typhoon, flood and earthquakes will affect
the level of output.
b) Scientific Knowledge
- Scientists and engineers design new machines and
new cultivating methods to improve the efficiency
of farming.
- High yielding varieties and hybrid seeds that can
stand adverse climatic conditions are developed.
- Fertilizers are used to enrich and renew the soil.
- Pesticides are used to fight against insects.
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- Better irrigation to increase the amount of cultivable
land and reduce the degree of damage due to droughts
and floods.
Successful applications of these knowledge will increase
the nutnut of rice.
c) Human Support
The programs to increase production depend on the farmers
and the Governments. Government support may include:
- Development projects such as irrigation plans and
mechanization in the agricultural sector.
- Farm credits, price support programs and other
incentives.
- Plans to educate the farmers to apply the scientific
knowledge.
The farmers on the other hand must be willing to accept
and use the new knowledge and machines.
Factors Determining Demand
a) Population
The world's population is growing at an alarming rate
and the demand for food increase with it.
b) War and Natural Calamities
War and natural calamities drive many people hungry.
These sudden demands on food may lead to a short-term
increase in orice.
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c) Substitutes for Rice
Scientists have developed grains that have higher protein
content and yet are cheaper to produce. If adjustment
dietary plans are successfuly carried out, the demand for
rice will drop.
International Trade Barriers
Apart from the supply and demand factors, the rice-
procuding countries' economic policies and the rice-exporting
countries' trade practices often lead to changes in the inter-
national market price.
a) Export Control
Government may attempt to relieve domestic shortages
in rice through imposition of export control.
b) Market Manipulation
The exporting countries like to see the price of rice
stay at a high level. They would try to keep rice
artificially scarce through market manipulation.
Collusion among the exporters and producers is just
too tempting because the exporting countries want to
improve the terms of trade.
c) Premium and Export Tax
The producing countries usually levy an export tax
on rice to increase revenue and subsidize the farmers.
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The Thai Government levies a tax- the premium- on
the rice exports in addition to the custom duties.
The premium is often adjusted to maintain a stable
supply and price at home. The adjustments directly
affect the international market price.
2.5 Factors Determining Local Retail Prices
The local retail prices are determined by the import
price and the mark-ups at each level of the channel in the
local market.
Indicative Prices
In Hong Kong, there are different grades of rice selling
in the market, but in general, the Thai white rice 100% whole,
3rd grade and the Thai white rice 100% broken, Al super reflect
the price variations of the high and low grade rice respectively.
variation of Local Retail Prices











The C.I.F. Hong Kong is the usual quotation Thai
suppliers give to the rice importers. The U. S. and
Australia C.I.F. prices are usually twenty to thirty percent
above the prices of comparable grades of Thai rice because
of the higher transportation cost. There was a tendency for
the prices of China rice to be slightly higher but closely
follow that of the C.I.F. Hong Kong price of Thai rice.
Recently, because of the continuing downward adjustments
of the Thai premium and export tax on rice, China had shown
reluctance to follow the price cut of Thai rice.
In 1973, the Government put restrictions on the gross
profits of the rice merchants and these restrictions are
still in force. The maximum allowable mark-ups for the
merchants are:
Importers- $20 per picul over the C.I.F. prices
Wholesalers-$ 2 per picul over the auction prices
Retailers- $40 per picul over the wholesale prices
Economic Factors
Supply and demand forces in the international scene as
well as the local market will affect the local retail price.
a) International Market Price of Rice
When the outlook for production is good, the price of
rice will be expected to fall. The merchants will push
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sales by cutting the price to reduce the possible
losses on inventory.
b) Demand
The consumers' demand is determined by their preference,
psychology and income level. When the rice has been
kept in the godown for a long time, the quality
deteriorates and the merchants normally have to reduce
the price to get it off from the inventory. When there
is a shortage in supply, consumers will tend to buy rice
for protection against cut off in supply and this
aggravates the mismatch of supply and demand, prices
will shoot up.
c) Rice Mixing
The retailers mix different grades of rice to lower the
selling price to remain competitive. The retailers
are also not willing to follow the fluctuations in the
price of rice too closely because consumers are very
sensitive to price changes. They, therefore, adjust
the proportions of rice to get the desired margin.
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3.0 CONTROL AND REGULATION OF THE RICE
TRADE IN HONG KONG
3.1 The Issue of Control or No Control:
Pros and Cons
Importance of the Issue
a) Over 90% of the population in Hong Kong depends on
rice as the basic foodstuff.
b) Hong Kong depends on outside sources for supply of rice.
Over 97% of our rice is imported.
c) From the result of the survey of household consumption
expenditure conducted in 1973 by the Census and Statistics
Department, 6.1% of the total household expenditure was
spent on rice and 51.9% of the total household expenditure
was spent on food for families earning between $400 to
$2,999 per month. This is equivalent to saying that 11.8%
of the consumption on food is spent on rice. Another
observation is that the impact of price increase hit
the poor harder. The relevant figures are shown in
Figure 5.3.
d) Enhance Government's image and maintain social stability.
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Problems with Control
In view of the importance and impact of the rice trade
on the public, Government should take up the responsibility
to minimize the impact of rice shortage and price increase
on the public. However, setting up a control system costs
money. Moreover, to achieve effectiveness of the control,
the number of merchants has to be limited. This may reduce
competition and efficiency. As a result, the public pays
a higher price for the rice. On the other hand, no control
will possibly lead to chaos; the merchants will hoard the
rice in times of shortage and reap large profits. The history
of rice trade in China and Hong Kong give ample support to the
necessity of Government control.
Alternative Forms of Control
a) Government imports rice under its own account.
b) Government regulates the trade through open market
operations.
c) Government regulates the trade through legal control.
The first alternative is not very good because Government
officials often are not good businessmen. If they are
inefficient and lose money, the cost will be borne by the
public. The second alternative is not effective for two
reasons. First, Hong Kong is not a producer of rice. Second,
Government does not want to participate actively in the rice
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trade. The conclusion is that legal control is an appropriate
form.
3.2 The Government Rice Control Scheme
Historical Development
Before 1939, the population was small and there was-no
problem in the supply of rice. The Government did not impose
any control and the trade was handled by a group of twenty-two
importers who engaged mainly in re-export business rather than
imports for local consumption. During the War years, in order
to avoid stockpiling for exceptionally high profits, the
Government bought all stocks from the importers and established
a Government rice monopoly which purchased rice directly from
Thailand. The rice was then sold to two retailers' associations
who allocated the purchases to their members for re-sale to
the public. This import control system whereby the Government
purchased in bulk directly from other countries was maintained
after the War. Moreover, the price of rice rose steadily in
the post-war years and official retail shops were set up.
The purpose was to ensure a reasonably adequate supply of rice
at relatively low prices and acceptable quality to the community.
The Government wanted to give the public a greater choice in
the quality of rice. In 1952, a mixed system was introduced.
Importers were allowed to buy-and sell higher grade rice
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unrationed. Government, on the other hand, importea tnree
cheaper grades (5% and 15% whole rice, and 100% broken) from
Thailand and sold on ration at Government rice shops. However,
the Government officials missed the importance of consumers'
preference. There had been a shift to higher grade rice
because of rising living standard. Together with the rapid
fall in price due to a great harvest in Thailand, more people
shifted to higher grade rice and the Government lost a lot of
business and incurred substantial financial losses in the stock
in 1953. In July 1954, the Government abolished the ration
system. The remaining stock was disposed of partly by public
auction and partly by direct arrangement with the later
approved importers. Finally in January 1955, the Government
set up the Rice Control Scheme.
Objectives
The main objective of the Scheme is to ensure regular
and adequate supply of rice to consumers at relatively stable
and reasonable price, and to provide a reserve stock for
emergency purposes. The Government also wants to be fair
to the merchants and measures are taken to minimize the
burden on them. Government emphasizes minimum control and
the Scheme is so designed as not to disrupt seriously the
traditional domestic trading pattern and practices.
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Legal Basis
The legal basis of the Scheme is the Importation and
Exportation (Reserved Commodities) Regulations enacted in
1954 (Cap. 60).
a) Licence
Under Section 31(3), every rice import merchant must
obtain an import licence issued by the Director of
Commerce and Industry.
b) Conditions of Licence
Under Section 31(5), the Director may impose the
following conditions in the licence:
- Amount of rice to be imported.
- Period of time within which and the means by
which rice is imported.
- The period of time within which the reserved
commodity shall be sold.
c) Storage of Imports
Under Section 31(6), the reserved commodity shall
be stored in a reserved commodity godown or other
godown authorized by the Director in writing. At
present, for storage of rice, only the following
are considered a reserve commodity godown:
- Godowns of Hong Kong Kowloon Wharf Godown
Co., Ltd.
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- Godowns of China Provident Loan and Mortgage Co.,
Ltd.
d) Duty to maintain Stock
Under Section 31(11), a stock holder has the duty to
maintain a stock not less than the amount of the reserved
commodity specified in his licence or by the Director,
whichever is smaller. The stock should also be maintained
in good conditions in the authorized reserved commodity
godowns.
e) Director's Right
Under Section 31 (14) ,the Director of Commerce and Industry
is empowered with the right to check the stocks in the
godowns and matched the figure with the weekly takeouts
reported by the importers.
f) Replacement of Old Stock
Under Section 31(15), the Director has the right to ask
the stock holder to replace his stock by other stocks
of the same reserved commodity.
Control and Regulatory Devices
The Scheme operates by restricting the number of merchants
and control of their activities through adjustments of quarterly
quota, stock and various measures.
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a) Restriction on Entry
The number of importers is restricted so as to achieve
effective control. Yet the number is set so that normal
and emergency import requirements are met efficiently
and that there is still a good degree of market
competition among the importers who deal with different
sources of supply and have different ways of doing
business. The Government officials believe that if
there were no control, there would be fewer regular
importers. Moreover, the Government wants to maintain
a stable supply of rice and it would not like to have
inexperienced merchants jumping in when profits are high
and withdrawing themselves rapidly when profits are low.
In 1955, when the Rice Control Scheme was first set up,
licences were issued to twenty-nine firms which had
substantial performance in the post-War rice trade,
or whose connections overseas were known to be sufficiently
good, and could command sufficient finance to hold the
stocks stipulated to prevent sudden shortages of supply
to the domestic market.
b) Import Quota
The quota is a device to ensure regular and adequate
supply of rice. Every year, the Government officials
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make very careful assessments on the supply of rice to
demand and arrive at a standard quarterly quota for the
year. To give the system more flexibility,* the figures
given to the merchants were quoted at a certain percentage
of the standard (may be more or may be less than 100%
depending on the situation). By adjusting the percentage
and the yearly standard, it can exert an indirect but
effective stabilizing force on prices. The past record
of the standard quarterly quota is given in Figure 3.1.
This year, the standard is 90 metric tons per unit and
for the first quarter in 1976, the figure was quoted at
90% standard.
c) Minimum Rice Stock
The merchants get the right to import rice and at the
same time they have the obligation to hold stocks. Under
the provisions of the Rice Control Scheme, half of the
standard quarterly import is to be kept as a reserved
stock against emergencies as in the case of temporary
world shortage or export control imposed by the supplier
countries. By adjusting the import quota, the Government
can at the same time monitor the level of rice stock.
The basis for setting the level of stock are:
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FIGURE 3.1
RECORD OF STANDARD QUARTERLY QUOTA
Quota per UnitNo. of UnitStandard Quarterly Quota
























* 10 units were added and distributed to 9 newLegend:
importers.
* * The licence to Far East Trading Company was
cancelled.
* * * The old unit was subdivided into 10 new units
making a total of 880.
* * * * Those that had eight units were increased to
12 units and an additional 84 units were
distributed to 7 new importers evenly. However,
one of them decided to accept 10 units. Thus,
a total of 994 units.
Source: Department of Commerce and Industry
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- Assurance of supply
- Forecasts on prices
- Total local consumption
In the past, rice that had been sold but not yet
delivered could not be treated as part of the reserved
stock. Recently, the Government relaxed this constraint
to reduce the burden on reserved stock on the importers.
The past record of the minimum reserved stock is given
in Figure 3.2. At present, the aggregate minimum stock
stands at 44.730 metric tons.
d) Working Balance
In addition to the aggregate minimum reserved stock,
importers are required to maintain a working balance
of 25,000 to 30,000 tons to cover rice in transit and
minor interruptions in supply. Together with the minimum
rice stock, there are around 70,000 tons of rice at any
one time. This is about two and a half months' supply
of rice at daily consumption of 1,000 MT. The working
balance is also a device to maintain a competitive
atmosphere among the merchants.
e) Control on Prices
The Scheme was designed to ensure an adequate supply
of rice and was not intended to be a price control system.
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FIGURE 3.2
RECORD OF MINIMUM RESERVED STOCK
























Legend:* Defined in terms of new unit.
8 new units=- 1 old unit, so 50 MT/new unit is the
same as 400 MT/old unit.
Source: Department of Commerce and Industry
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However, import costs of rice continued to rise during
1973, and to maintain price stability and avoid price
manipulations by the merchants, a price control mechanism
was incorporated into the Scheme. The mechanism works
as follows:
- The moving average of the C.I.F. prices in the past
three months is used as a base price.
- The auction price cannot exceed the base price by
$20 per picul.
- The wholesale price cannot exceed the auction price
by $2 per picul.
- The retail price cannot exceed the wholesale price by
$40 per picul.
- In emergency situations, the merchants have to consult
the Director of Commerce and Industry before increasing
the sale prices.
f) Control on Credit Period
The period and amount of credit extended at each level
in the channel affect the price the consumers have to
pay for the rice. Importers are not allowed to extend
more than 30 days credit to wholesalers. At the wholesale
and retail levels, no formal control exists.
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g) Control on Quality
There is no control as to the grade of rice to be
purchased. The Government believes that the merchants
are in a better position to match what is available
with what is needed. However, to ensure that the stock
of rice is of reasonably good quality for consumption,
Government requires the merchant to turn over their stock
within two years.
h) Control on Sales
Controlling the amount of import is not sufficient to
ensure that the consumers will get the rice. To prevent
the hoarding of rice by the local traders, control on
selling is necessary. The importers are required to put
up auctions at least once a week and report the sales
figures to the Department of Commerce and Industry on a
weekly basis. Under the provisions of the Scheme, rice
sold by the importers to the wholesalers must be delivered
within fifteen days. This together with the control on
importers' credit to wholesalers, attempts to reduce the
capacity of the wholesalers to hoard.
i) Diversified Sources of Supply
Government had in the past restricted the import of China
rice by limiting the quota for China rice. But this had
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been relaxed in 1973. In general, Government encourages
the merchants to buy from various sources to ensure that
supply will not be cut off totally in case of political
instability in the major supplying countries.
3.3 The Record of Operation of the Scheme
and its Evaluation
The control measures have been discussed in the last
section. We now look at the actual results of the operation
of the Scheme.
Operation of the Scheme since 1955
During 1963, selling price of whole rice declined very
steeply and stocks were high. Most importers suffered big
losses. Early 1964, the Department of Commerce and Industry
reduced the import quota and allowed the stocks to run down.
The stocks were cleared quickly. During 1965, the wholesalers
and retailers had a dispute over the wholesalers' charges to
the retailers. The parties failed to reach an agreement.
Government then stepped in and removed the restrictive selling
arrangements adopted by the wholesalers. At about the same
time, whole rice price rose steeply and wholesalers maintained
over 12,000 tons of stocks to be delivered which was much above
the normal 6,000 tons. Government warned the wholesalers that
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unless the stocks held for speculation purposes were cleared.
it would reduce the importers' credit allowed to the whole-
salers to 15 days. As a result, the stocks were cleared
temporarily. The stock built up again and in April 1966,
stood at above 14,000 tons, Government intervened by reducing
the delivery period allowed to wholesalers by importers to 15
days. The credit period was not changed because a number of
wholesalers went broke as a result of tight credit after the
bank run in 1965. During the last quarter of that year, the
ban on Thai exports led to a run-down of stock. Pressure also
came from the consumers because they were nervous about the
supply of rice and riots in Macau. The auction prices shot up
by $15 to $20 a picul. Riots broke out in 1967, together with
a world supply shortage and reduction of import from China.
Prices were very unsteady. The Government and merchants worked
together to stabilize price. Rice was supplied to the whole-
salers and retailers at stable prices. At the same time,
through newspapers and broadcastings, the Government ensured
the public that rice stocks were sufficient and oversea supplies
would continue. Government, anticipating a supply shortage,
increased the import of rice and advised the merchant to seek
for other sources. This had greatly reduced the impact of
Thai extort control during July and August. The price trend
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was reversed in 1968. Thai whole rice dropped by X16. The
importers, facing a declining market and stuck with a large
stock deliberately put up to protect supply shortages, suffered
great financial losses. The Government reduced the import quota
to relieve-the burden on the merchants. This had led to slight
increases in wholesale prices. During 1970 to mid-1972, supply
was in surplus and prices gradually declined. Government felt
that a high stock level was not justified and reduced the
imports for the first three quarters of 1970 and the first and
third quarters of 1971. As a result, stocks ran down to 77,000
tons in 1970 and 73,000 tons in 1971. During the later half
of 1972, it was evident that regional production would be lower.
In August, Burma suspended exports of rice and was followed by
Australia. The Thai Government also introduced export control.
At the same time, other rice producers required imports to
meet domestic shortages. The C.I.F. prices for Thai rice
increased sharply. The market during that period was very
uncertain and the importers and wholesalers were taking
advantage of this uncertainty to reap a much higher profit.
Prices continued to rise during 1973. Consumers suffered
seriously from the price increases and complained that the
merchants were making abnormal profits. Government, after
the merchants failed to stop exploitation by self restriction,
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imposed maximums to the gross mark-ups at all levels in the
rice trade and forced the importers to agree that they would
consult the Government on further increases in their sale
prices. Black market and rebates under the table were deve-
loped. Government, by frequent checking and tight control,
greatly reduced the black market operation and prices were
slowly stabilized. During 1974 and 1975, rice prices dropped
significantly. The merchants again suffered substantial losses
as in 1968.
Evaluations
Basically, the Control Scheme had succeeded. to provide an
adequate supply of rice to the consumers. But, technically,
there were a number of weaknesses:
a) Controls are mainly directed towards the importers.
Wholesalers and retailers can also influence supply to
and prices paid by the consumers.
b) The measures are not effective in stabilizing prices
during serious supply shortages.
c) The measures introduced in 1967 and 1973 had partly
caused the merchants' big losses in 1968, 1974 and
1975.
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4.0 ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION OF THE PRACTICES
AND PROBLEMS OF RICE TRADERS
4.1 The Channel
Channel Structure
The relationship between members in the channel are
shown in Diagram 4.1.
The importers purchase rice from China, Thailand and
Australia. The connections are usually made through the
exporting countries' representatives in Hong Kong. A large
percentage of the imported rice goes through the wholesalers
to the retailers who then sell it to the consumers. The local
farmers sell the unhulled rice to the milling factories. After
milling, the locally produced rice join the main stream of
distribution at the wholesale level. Some retailers repack
the rice in plastic bags and distribute them through the super-
markets and stores to the consumers. Trading between members
at the same level is also common. At the import level, only
two merchants handle Australian rice. Other importers buy
Australian rice through them. Some importers sold rice to
other wholesalers through their own wholesale outlets. Other
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DIAGRAM 4.1
THE STRUCTURE OF THE RICE CHANNEL
Millers' Co-Thai ExportRice Board
operative inMerchantsin China
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importers establish agents at the wholesale level. Their
rice is sold through the agents to the other wholesalers.
In 1973, the supply position was very tight and prices shot
up alarmingly. Government stepped in and approved a number
of retailers and institutions to buy directly from the
importers by-passing the normal chain. However, the retailers
have to pay cash and buy in large quantities. So, when the
pressure is relaxed, most of them go back to the normal
channel. We can consider this direct purchase from the
importers as an emergency exit which helps to suppress abnormal
margins at the wholesale and retail levels. Moreover, Govern-
ment set up the Rice Control Scheme which is directed mainly
towards the importers. Extension of control to the wholesale
level is under consideration. The retail level is subject
more to societal control and the Consumer Council is working
to establish a fairer environment.
Marketing theory says in the long run the consumer will
become the channel commander. At present, the importers are
in a leading position in the rice trade. Rice is a necessity
and the importers are the only ones who have access to the
sources of supply. Their financial positions are also stronger
than that of the wholesalers and retailers. But they have only
limited leadership. They depend on the external sources; they
are regulated by the Government; they have to adjust to the
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consumers' demand and subject to social pressure. The existing
local channel is under the joint leadership of the importers
and the Government.
Functions of the Local Channel
Members
The function of the entire rice channel is to purchase
the rice from the oversea suppliers and distribute the rice
to the consumers. The channel members share the responsibility,
the burden and the profit in carrying out the function.
a) Importers
The importers provide the necessary contact with the
producers and exporters. Because of their experience
and connections in the.rice trade, they know where to
buy what the consumers want. Because of their exclusive
rights to import, they are legally obliged to provide
an adequate supply of rice to the public and maintain
a minimum reserved stock within their capacities.
The importers finance the keeping of rice stock and
are responsible for the storage of the rice.
b) Wholesalers
The wholesalers help to resolve quantity, assortment
and credit discrepancies between the importers and the
retailers. They are helpful to the importers in the
following aspects:
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- Reduce the volume of work
- Reduce the credit risks
They provide facilities to the retailers:
- Willingness to sell in smaller amounts
- More varieties of rice
- Willingness to extend credit
- Provide information on supply market
c) Retailers
The retailers provide useful services to the consumers:
- There are about five thousand retail outlets distributed
widely over the Colony. The consumers need not walk
very far to buy the rice.
- Consumers can obtain rice in very small quantities at
the retail outlets.
- Often, other food items and household goods are sold
in the same shop.
- With the plastic package, containing 10 pounds of rice
in each bag, the consumers can carry it home easily.
- Some retailers also provide delivery service.
The retailers are in direct contact with the consumers,
thus they are more sensitive to changes in consumers'




Diagram 4.2 shows the movements of rice from the overseas
suppliers to the consumers.
DIAGRAM 4.2






















Steps regulated by the Government
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Arrangements with Suppliers
The importers purchase rice mainly from Thailand, China
and Australia. The procedures vary with different countries.
a) Thailand
In Thailand, the export of rice, though regulated by
the Government, is in the hands of the merchants. Most
of the importers do not deal direct with the exporters
in Thailand. The Thai exporters want to save themselves
from the trouble of dealing with 45 merchants at the same
time, so they find a representative in Hong Kong to make
the contacts with the importers. At present, there are
about 12 representatives and each of them may be repre-
senting a number of rice exporting companies. The
representative receives information and instructions
as to the various grades, weights and prices of rice
available for sale from the exporters every day. He
receives a commission from the rice exporters based on
the amount of rice he sold to the importers in Hong Kong.
It is common practice in the trade for the representative
to give a rebate to the importer buying rice from him.
Two of the importers are subsidiaries of the Thai exporters.
Rice is sent to them directly from Thailand.
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b) China
China has a representative in Hong Kong, the Ng Fung
Company, who handles all of China's rice exports. Ng
Fung by itself does not have the right to import rice.
It acts as an intermediary between Hong Kong importers
and China's rice export council. In the past, China
guaranteed a fixed amount of profit per ton for the
importers handling its rice irrespective of the price
movements in the market. The importers in essence
received a commission on the amount of rice sold. Early
in 1974, the system was changed and the merchants now
own the stocks and have to bear the consequences of a
price movement themselves. At the end of each year, the
importers renew the contract with Ng Fung and decide on
the number of quota units they are going to assign to China
rice next year. Based on the total quota units it has
contracted with the importers, Ng Fung calculates the
required import according to the published quarterly quota.
Every month, one-third of the rice come in from China and
Ng Fung then allocates these to the merchants on the unit
basis. Near the end of each month, the managers meet with
China's representative at Ng Fung and negotiate a reasonable
price for next month. In case there is some drastic change
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in price or a reduction in premium on Thai rice exports,
the merchants usually get an adjustment on the price
through negotiation.
c) Australia
In Australia, the farmers sell their unhulled rice to
the Australian Rice Marketing Board. The rice growers
co-operative mills buy the unhulled rice from the Board
and after milling, sell it in the domestic as well as
the export market. The co-operative mill is a semi-
government agency. The importer who wants to import
rice from Australia has to file an application with the
Australian Trade Commissioner in Hong Kong. At present,
only two importers, Yuen Loong and Lui Hing Hop, handle
Australian rice. Each of the two merchants import
Australian rice under different brand names. In regard
to the price agreements, sometimes it is on a per shipment
basis, sometimes they are signed for a period. It really
depends on the international market trends. The Australian
Government does not wish to upset the original deals with
these two merchants. Thus, new applications are seldom
approved. Other importers who wish to sell Australian
rice have to use a different procedure. If A wants to sell
Australian rice, A has to go to B, one of the above two
importers, and ask B to make the arrangement to import
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rice from Australia under A's name. Naturally, B is zne
price leader and in case of major adjustments, A usually
negotiates with B for a new settlement on the import price.
Warehousing and Transportation
Rice is a strategic commodity subject to the rulings of
the Import and Export Regulations (Reserved Commodities). Only
registered importers with the necessary import documents can
request the unloading of rice from the ship. The bulk rice is
immediately transferred to the Government-approved godowns for
storage. Based on the godown receipts, the importers report
the weekly import amount to the Department of Commerce and
Industry.
The wholesalers, after they have bid for the rice at the
auctions held by the importers, have to clear the goods within
fifteen days. Beyond that, the wholesalers will have to request
for the transfer of title to own the stock of rice. At the
wholesale level, sales are concluded when the retailers place
orders for rice with the wholesalers. The wholesalers then
arrange for the trucks and coolies to take out the rice from
the godown and deliver them to the retailers.
The liability for warehouse and transport charges fall
on the importers and retailers. The importers are responsible
for the following charges:
- Unloading of rice from ship
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- Transport cost from ship to warehouse
- Warehouse charges for incoming and outgoing cargo
The retailers only pay the fee to the truck company and
coolies for delivery to their doors from the godown.
The Auction
The importers sell rice to the wholesalers by auction.
They are required to put up at least one auction in a week
with the day fixed by the Government. This was introduced in
1973 after the importers stopped putting up rice for auction
for two whole weeks in expectation of a price increase. Notices
are sent to all wholesalers telling them when the auction will
take place and the grades of rice that will be sold. Usually,
three to four different grades of rice are put up at each
auction. The wholesalers will then go to the godown and get
free samples of the grades of rice for sale (usually one to two
pounds per grade). Auctions are held on week days at the
importers' offices. The importers arrange to have the auctions
at different time of the day and the wholesale buyers, other
importers' representatives and Government officials go to
these auctions in sequence. Sales are often concluded at the
auctions and at other times rice are sold by quoting the old
prices or the daily auction prices for comparable grades when
they exist. At times when the buyers do not intend to make
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any purchases, they still present themselves at the auctions LCD
collect market information and to show respect to the importers.
In the past, there used to be much negotiation at the
auctions. Nowadays, the prices are almost standard and
whoever wants it just takes the price and writes down the
amount of each grade he wants on a book. In case that there
are severe supply shortages and the importers cannot satisfy
all the wholesalers, the Government requires that the amount
of rice on auctions be distributed e venly among the wholesalers.
The Retail Outlet
Rice is sold over-the-counter to the consumers at the
retail outlets. Traditional retail outlets are normally set
up around the market places and rice is sold in open buckets.
In recent years, five to six merchants set up new channel
outlets. They buy rice from the wholesalers, re-package them
into plastic bags, each containing 10 pounds of rice, and
sell on consignment to the stores, drug stores and supermarkets.
4.2 Financial Policies and Problems
Credit Pol icy
The following is a table of the normal credit terms




Yes30 daysImporter to Wholesaler
YesCashImporter to Retailer
No30-60 daysWholesaler to Retailer
NoCashRetailer to Consumer
No60-90 daysRetailer to Restaurants
NoOn consignment,Retailer to Stores
end of month
a) Importers
The importers are happy with Government control because
this makes their collection easier. If credit control is
relaxed, more harm will be done to the importers as well as
to the consumers. When the merchants are facing a sluggish
market and the world price is declining, they will push
sales by extending the credit period which aggravates the
already bad situation because more money is tied up in
accounts receivables and more interest has to be paid on
the loans. At least part of this additional cost will be
transferred to the consumers, so they suffer too. The
importers would prefer cash sales with the retailers




The wholesalers are divided on their credit policies to
the retailers. The Cantonese merchants charge a flat rate
of $1 per picul and give no cash discount. The Chiu Chow
merchants charge $2 per picul over the auction price with
the following discount structure:
Discount RatePayment Period
$1.5 per bag ($0.94 per picul)Within 7 days
$1 per bag ($0.63 per picul)Within 10 days
$0.5 per bag ($0.31 per picul)Within 25 days
From a monetary point of view, the $1 flat rate is more
advantageous. But there are other factors affecting the
retailers' decision on the source of supply:
- Longer credit period
- Faster delivery
- Preferential treatment during supply shortages
- Good information on world supply positions and price
movements
The wholesalers depend very much on the retailers coming
back and making purchases, so they always try to establish
good business relationships with the retailers.
c) Retailers
The retailers normally pay the wholesalers within thirty
b)
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days after delivery. When the market is good, the retailers
buy more rice to protect themselves against future rise in
price. However, the inventory does not generate cash inflow,
thus they are usually slower in paying the bill. On the
other hand, when market is gloomy, they buy rice to fill the
empty stock. They have the cash on hand and are willing to
take advantage of the discount for earlier payment. On
the other hand, retailers sell to the consumers almost
entirely on cash. The credit period to the restaurants
often extends to over sixty days. This is the practice in
the sector and the retailers who try to tighten their credit
policy are likely to lose a lot of business. The retailers
who re-package the rice into plastic bags sell the rice on
consignment to the stores. Normally, the truck driver
who delivers the rice packages to the stores also acts
as the credit collector. Normally, the store owners pay
at the end of each month the sum for the rice sold during
the month.
Bad Debts
Closely related to the credit policy is the amount of
bad debts.
Except in 1964 and 1965, when six of the wholesalers
declared bankrupt, the importers practically have no bad debt
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losses.
The credit risks of the wholesalers are much higher than
the importers because of the large number of retailers whose
financial strength is rather weak. One manager mentioned
that his company had experienced a bad debt loss of $10,000
in one year. It is important for the credit manager to keep
a record of the amount owing by each customer.
Most of the sales to the consumers are cash sales, so
there is no problem of bad debts. However, for the retailers
who sell to the restaurants, this is a very real problem.
The average restaurant purchases twenty to thirty bags of rice
every month and the credit period extends to over sixty days.
The bad debt loss would be very high if the restaurant closes
down. In 1974, a number of retailers were forced to go bank-
rupt because some restaurants closed down.
Sources of Finance
The importers usually finance their purchases and stocks
by short-term bank loans. Two of the importers have the
majority of shares owned by the banks and receive full support
from these banks. The other importers have good credit
standing with the banks and they can also use their rice
stock as collateral.
Normally, the wholesalers can match their account
receivables by their account payables. Moreover, there is
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no need for capital investment in the business, and the
operating profits generated during the year are accumulated
in the bank or invested in other short-term money instruments.
The liquidity positions of the wholesalers are strong.
The retailers buy on credit and sell on cash. However,
some of them do run into financial difficulties. The reasons
are:
- Slow turnover and cash cannot be generated to meet the
payment
- Money is tied in other stocks
- Submarginal operation and the cash receipts are used to
pay for the operating expenses
Earnings
Money is not needed to finance the growth of the companies
because the trade is quite stable. Usually, a large portion
of the earnings are distributed as dividends to the share-
holders who are eager to get the money out for other investment
purposes. However, the companies do put aside a reserve to
protect against future losses because the managers know that
the profit fluctuates.
In many companies, the shareholders are members of the
owners' families and dividends are just like drawings.
However, the policy of one of the importer is that whenever
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dividend is paid out, a certain amount of bonus (expresses
as a percentage of the dividend) will be distributed to the
employees. The owner, in order to avoid paying a large bonus,
retains the earnings in the company and utilizes the fund for
external investments under the company's name.
Bonus is quite high in the rice trade but the employees
receive a lower monthly salary compared with other trades.
In 1973, the employees of one company received a bonus equivalent
to fourteen times their monthly salary. But, in 1975, they
only received two months because the company is losing money.
The trading companies are in a better position. Rice
trade is only one sector of their many facets of operation.
Earnings in one sector can be directed to usage in other areas
or to cover losses in another sector. However, a few companies
had drawn on the earnings and invested in other industries with
new partners. During 1974 and 1975, the rice merchants in
general suffered big financial losses. These merchants faced
serious financial problems because they had difficulties in
drawing their money out of the other investments.
4.3 Marketing Problems and Strategies
Marketing Strategy and Rice
Price Movements
The rice importers' decision to sell is greatly affected
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by the international market price movements. When prices
are declining, the merchants' strategy is to push sales
through the channels to reduce losses. Consider the hypothetical
case where the international market prices decline over a
period of time:
Pi- International market price
P2- Local market price
PRICE
If merchant A purchases rice at time T at the price of
P, he will make a profit or lose money depending on whether
he sells the rice before TL or afterwards. He will receive
a contribution equal to PP1 when the rice is sold at T 1 and
suffer a loss of PP2 when the rice is sold at T2.
The case of premium reduction is similar except that
the drop is very steep.
The analysis indicates that pushing sale is a good




Assuming that the average drop in market price over a
period of time is R/picul and the merchants can increase
sale from Q to Qc piculs by cutting the price from Po picul
to P/picul. The gain over no reduction is:
QcP- (QP0+ (Qc- Q) P-R)=
(Q,1- Q) R- Qr (Pn- P)
Depending on which term is larger, price reauczi-on may
result in a gain or loss. Moreover, this will probably
be met by the competitors and the overall profitability
of the merchants will deteriorate.
b) Agency Agreement with wholesalers
The importers set up agency agreement with wholesalers
and give them a commission. The commission is around
1% of the dollar sales subject to negotiation between
the parties concerned. The wholesalers will be motivated
to sell the principal's rice to qualify for the commission.
The importers are in fact looking for a better relationship
in the long run. The wholesalers are closer to the final
consumers and they can identify the change in consumers,
demand from the buying pattern of the retailers. This
information helps the importers to decide on the grades
of rice to put up for auction.
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Promotion Programs of the
Rice Merchants
Between the merchants, exporters' brand names are
often referred to during the selling and buying of rice.
Some exporters have established a very good qualify control
record and are well known among the merchants at all levels.
These brands are not familiar with the consumers.
Most of the importers and wholesalers emphasize personal
selling and good customer relationships. The wholesalers
depend much on the regular customers. Australian rice merchants
are the only ones that are active in advertising to the
consumers. Back in 1972, Australian rice merchants started
to advertise on newspapers, and during 1975, they began to
advertise on television. These advertising programs are
supported by Australian Miller Co-Operation. Their objective
is to increase the market share of Australian rice in the
Hong Kong market.
The merchants identified certain special characteristics
of Australian rice, like softness and good texture. The
advertising emphasized two themes. First, it is suitable
for old people and second, it is good for making congie-
a Chinese style porridge made from rice. Apparently, the
consumption of Australian rice started off in a good direction.
But it is difficult to say whether the increase in consumption
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was due to the increase in production of Australian rice
or the advertising.
The Thailand and China rice merchants agree that
Australian rice may reach a larger share of the local rice
market. But they make no attempt to counteract. Their
reasons are:
- The production of Australian rice is limited. Hence,
the loss in market share will not be very serious.
- They cannot obtain support for promotions from the Thailand
and China rice exporters.,
- The exporters' brand names that are normally quoted in
the auction and wholesale selling seldom come across to
the consumers. Moreover, mixing and blendings are common
at the retail level what the consumers get will never be
the same rice for a particular brand.
The Thailand and China rice merchants do not have exclusive
right to deal with a certain exporter's brand and there are
so many different grades and varieties. It is not worthwhile
to advertise on their own budget.
Promotions at the Retail Level
The retailers only cater to a small region of the market.
A few promotion strategies can be identified.
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a) Good Quality
One rice retailer in North Point sells rice to the
consumers without any prior mixing. He asks for higher
prices than the other shops in the area. Yet his sales
record is good because he has established a quality image,
b) Better Customer Services
The retailers often provide delivery service to the
customers to attract more business. Two retailers
successfully apply this strategy. One retailer accepts
telephone orders and delivers rice by his own truck.
He has a lot of customers from the large families who
purchase rice in bigger quantities. In another example,
two brothers come up with the idea of door-to-door sales
in the New Territories. This service is welcomed by
the villagers because they no longer have to walk a
long distance to buy the rice.
The rice packaging merchants make personal calls on the
stores and supermarkets to close the sales. In early 1975,
one of the merchants promoted a brand called The Superman
by advertising in the newspapers. The program was cancelled
later in the year. The merchants also advertise in newspapers
that packaged rice is available. These advertisements are
directed towards the store owners.
All packaged rice have brand names but the merchants
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depend on the distribution channel more than direct promotion
to the consumers.
A number of supermarkets introduce their company's brand
of packaged rice, Welcome and The Supermarket are two examples.
Rice Mixing at the Retail Level
Because the consumers are sensitive to price increases,
the retailers try to reduce price fluctuations by varying
the proportion of the mix. The selection of the different
grades of rice to be mixed depends on many factors:
It depends on the owners' philosophy and their marketing
strategies. The merchants may mix one part of broken rice
with ten parts of whole rice and sell it as 5% broken.
Some purchase rice that has been stored in the godown for
a long time which is much cheaper. After milling, the grains
are perfect for mixing. However, when the rice is cooked,
it will be hard and taste bad.
- Appearance of the resulting mix is important because housewives
usually judge the quality of rice by the grain size, colour
and amount of broken rice.
The texture and softness of the different grades of rice
to be mixed should also be considered because the mixing
will affect the taste and quality of the cooked rice.
The merchants usually use mixing as a means to reduce the
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cost of goods sold. When prices are rising, they introauc(
more lower grade rice and sell at a slightly increased
price.
New Packaging
Rice is imported in four different packages:
- Thai rice is normally packed in 165 catties jute bag but
the 82.5 catties jute bag is becoming more common.
- China rice and U. S. rice is packed in 82.5 catties jute
bag.
- Australian rice is imported in two forms. One is the 40
catties jute bag and the other is the 40 catties plastic
bag which contains four bags of 10 catties each.
The plastic bags are air tight and insects will not
grow in the bags. However, moisture cannot escape and will
affect the outer layer of the grains.
The retailers usually sell the rice in open buckets
and deliver the rice in jute bags to the consumers who have
to provide their own storage media.
The plastic bags are appealing in that they are small
and convenient as a storage media. The distribution through
stores and supermarkets strengthen the position of plastic
bags. This provides another convenience to the consumers
because the traditional retail outlets are usually located
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near the market places. Now the consumers can go to the
nearest store to get the rice.
The retailers too recognize certain advantages. They
find that they can serve the customers faster and do more
business during the peak hours because the weighing and
packaging are already done beforehand. Moreover, the merchants
find that customers are more willing to carry the plastic bags.
Thus, less deliveries are required. However, the retailers
do not buy from the packaging merchants because:
- Buying from the packaging merchants is more expensive
- The retailers want to retain control over the quality and mix
The introduction of plastic package has affected the
business of the traditional rice retail outlets because new
distribution channels are developed. One retailer complained,
Each store has a number of employees and it is very convenient
for them to take the rice from their own store. A lot of
business is lost in this way, not to mention the other customers
and supermarkets.
4.4 Management Problems in Other Areas
Purchasing Function
International rice price projections and local demand
are the two key elements in purchasing decisions. The rice
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importers are restricted in their capacity to buy because
they have to abide by the Government regulations. However,
decisions on what, how much and when to buy within the
confines are still very important because they affect the
earnings greatly. The strategy is simple- buy in advance
when prices are expected to rise. There are various ways to
purchase rice exceeding the quarterly import quota. The.
merchant can negotiate with the exporters overseas to delay
the delivery until the next quarter begins. He can also take
advantage of the time lag between the placing of an order and
the actual delivery of rice at the port of Hong Kong. Another
method is to request for the right to import rice under a
special quota from the Department of Commerce and Industry.
In this case, the rice cannot be sold until the next quarter
begins when the merchant can transfer the amount to the normal
quarterly import quota. The final decision depends on the
exporting country's policy, the manager's attitude towards
risk and the cost of paying for additional storage, insurance
and interests.
In deciding what to buy, knowledge in consumers' demand
and quality of the varieties of rice are important. Newly
harvested rice normally have better texture. The harvest
periods in our major supplying countries are:
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July and late DecemberThailand
July and late NovemberChina
JuneAustralia
AugustAmerica
During the months of June to November, the major harvests
in China and Thailand are not out yet. The managers naturally
look to Australia and United States for newly-harvested crops.
The place where the rice is grown and the weather conditions
throughout the growing period will also affect the quality and
the appearance of the rice.
The retailers often buy broken rice to mix with other
rice. But the demand depends on three factors:
- The quality of the broken rice
- The time of the year
- The general price level of rice
The wholesalers normally do not take possession of the
stock. Especially when demand is doubtful, they buy the
rice from the importers only after the rice is sold. However,
when the wholesale managers have confidence in the future rice
markets, they can get around the Government's regulation of
delivery within fifteen days by two ways. One way is to
negotiate with the importers for the purchase of a certain
amount of rice at an agreed price. The transactions are not
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recorded until the wholesalers ask for actual delivery. '1'ne
wholesalers can also create a company which exists on paper
only and have the rice delivered to that company at the end
of the f if teen days.
At the retail level, the purchasing decision is closely
related to desired level of stock. The elements to be
considered are:
- Demand in the region based on experience and past sales
record
- Shop space and storage costs
- Price projections
- Delivery
Normally, the retailers maintain stocks to meet the sales
for about two weeks. In cases of tight supply and sharp increases
in prices, delivery may take seven to ten days as compared to
the normal delivery within two to three days. The coolie and
truck services cannot meet the sudden increase in the purchases
of the retailers.
Administrative Problems
Most of the managers have over fifteen years' experience
in the trade they are loyal to their companies and competent.
However, the managers have little exposure to modern management
techniques except for the few owners' sons who have received
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training overseas. They are inclined to keep traditional
practices. These practices are not necessarily inappropriate
but generally speaking, the efficiency is low. Another problem
is the almost complete absence of young middle management in
the trade. The employees at all levels is quite old. When the
time comes for the present executives to retire, it would be
difficult to find suitable people to fill their vacancies.
The job of the wholesale managers is to buy the right
grades of rice and sell them to the retailers with credit
standings. Good communications between the credit manager,
the purchasing manager and the sales manager are essential.
The sales manager should be able to reflect the-retailers'
demand to the purchasing manager who combines the information
with his knowledge of the supply position and the characteristics
of different grades of rice to dtermine what and how much to
buy. The credit manager should provide information on debts
outstanding for each customer to the sales manager to avoid
great loss and bad debts. At present, most of the information
is passed orally between the managers and the recording of the
information and decisions are incomplete and non-systematic.
At the retail level, the problems are those typical of
small family businesses. The success of the shop relies solely
on the competence and drive of the owner. The employees do
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present some problems. The monthly salary of an employee
has increased from $300 in 1965 to $800 in 1975. The
integrity of the employee is very important too. The
inventories are kept in the shop and there is little control
in the amount. The seriousness of the problem is reduced
to some extent because the other family members are often
involved in the daily operations.
The general impression is that certain management
practices in the rice trade are out-of-date and the merchants
need to polish themselves up to face the future.
4.5 Analysis of Profitability
Operating Costs of the Importers
In 1973, the importers submitted a report to the Department
of Commerce and Industry. A rearrangement of a section of the
report is given in Table 4.1.
There are a few assumptions:
a) The reserved stock consists of 65% whole rice and 35%
broken rice. Whole rice is evaluated at US$630 per ton.
Broken rice is evaluated at US$475 per ton. The weighted
average of the value of stock is HK$2,925 per ton.
b) The import consists of 75% whole rice and 25% broken
rice. The import price of whole rice is US$650 per ton.
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TABLE 4. 1
MONTHLY OPERATING COSTS FOR A UNIT OF QUOTA
(FXCT,ilDING ADMINISTRATION OVERHEADS)
Cost of keeping the reserve (400 tons)
$ 8, 000Warehouse fee ($20/ton)
429Insurance at 0.4% on 110% C.I.F.
price
11,212Interest on loan to finance the
reserved stock (at 11.5%)
975Loss on storage (estimated' at 1%) $20,616.00
Expenses to import 266.67 tons per month
Warehouse fee for the monthly $10,666
import (keep in godown for 2
months at $20 per ton per month)
4,080Lighterage
9,200In/out warehouse coolie charges
629Insurance at 0.4% on 110% C.I.F.
price (on 2 months basis)
13,923Bank interest at 9.75% (2 month
basis)
3,213Charges on letters of credit
(0.375% on C.I.F. price)
1,323Commission to wholesalers
$43,034.00($0.3/picul)
$63,650.00Total cost of operation for a unit quota
$ 238.68Total cost of operation per ton
$ 14.44Total cost of operation per picul
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The import price of broken rice is US$580 per ton. Tne
weihted average of import price is HK$3,312 per ton.
c) The import quota per quarter is 800 tons.
d) The reserved stock per unit is 400 tons.
From Table 4.1, we find the cost is HK$14.44 per picul.
Some of the factors affecting the cost of operation are:
a) Interest rates- In 1973, the prime rate averaged about
ten percent. In 1975, the prime rate averaged about seven
per cent. The calculations are based on the borrowing of
bank loans to finance the stock. Because of the large
amount involved, the change affect the cost greatly.
b) C.I.F. Prices- The prices fluctuate because of the
instability of world supply position. Interest, bank
charges and insurances are all calculated based on the
total value of rice at cost. Hence, change in C.I.F.
prices are also important.
c) Exchange Rates- The C.I.F. prices are quoted in U. S.
dollars therefore variation in the exchange rate will
also affect the cost. However, the risk can be minimized
by hedging.
d) Warehouse Charges- These charges depend on the economy
of Hong Kong. In 1973, the economy was booming and goods
were coming in large quantities leading to a shortage of
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storage space. The warehouse charges were then $20.00
per ton. Now it is $14.00 per ton.
e) Import Quota - Government issues the new quarterly quota
at the end of the preceding quarter. In 1973, the figure
was 800 tons per unit of quota. The standard for the first
quarter of 1976 was adjusted down to 720 tons per unit of
quota.
f) Reserved Stock- The minimum reserve is 400 tons per unit
quota. This is changed infrequently. In the first quarter
in 1976, the minimum reserve is reduced to 360 tons per
unit quota because the number of importers was increased.
Apart from these factors, we need to explore some of the
assumptions:
a) The minimum reserved stock is 400 tons per unit quota.
However, the working balance of rice can also be treated
as stock. In this case, the reserve would be 650 tons per
unit quota assuming the working balance is allocated evenly
to the importers. As a result, the cost will be higher.
b) The compositions of stock and import are also crucial.
If the amount of broken rice is increased, the cost will
be lower. Government requires that the stock be renewed
within a year, thus, the merchants have to consider the
demand and find the optimal composition. The assumption
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made here is reasonable.
c) In the calculations, the assumption is that all the
stocks are financed by bank borrowings. Should part
of the stock be financed by the past earnings and
capital of the company? If so, should the interest on
the earnings invested in the stocks be considered as
part of the cost? Normally, part of stock is financed
by internal funds and the opportunity cost of using
these funds are taken care of by the return on investment.
The interest expense would thus be lower.
d) The value of stock is also debatable. Is the stock
valued at the current import price or the price at the
time of purchase? During times when prices change widely,
like 1973, the difference would affect the cost seriously.
It would be more. appropriate to use the yearly average.
e) Under the expenses for monthly import, a number of items-
warehouse fee, insurance and bank interest- are calculated
on a two-month basis. The total amount of these three
items is rather large. There would be a significant drop
in cost if a one-month basis was used.
Table 4.2 shows an estimate of the operating costs under




MODIFIED MONTHLY OPERATING COSTS FOR A UNIT OF QUOTA
(EXCLUDING ADMINISTRATIVE OVERHEADS)
Cost of keeping the reserve (360 tons)
$ 5,040Warehouse fee ($14/ton)
219Insurance at 0.4% on 110% C.I.F.
Price
3,728Interest on loan to finance the
reserved stock (at 7.5%)
$ 9,484.00497Loss on storage (estimated at 1%)
Expenses to import 240 tons per month
6,720Warehouse fee for the monthly
import (keep in storage for
2 months at $20/ton per month)
3,672Lighterage
8,280In/out warehouse coolie charges
229Insurance at 0.4% on 110% C.I.F.
price (on 2 months basis)
3,640Bank interest at 7% (2 months
basis)
1,170Charges on letters of credit
(0.375% on C.I.F. price)
1, 323Commission to wholesalers
125,034.00($0.3/picul)
$34,518.00Total cost of operation for a unit quota
$ 143.83Total cost of operation per ton
1 8.70Total cost of operation per picul
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The assumptions are:
a) The reserved stock consists of 65% whole rice and 35%
broken rice. The value of whole rice is US $370 per ton.
The value of broken rice is US$260 per ton. The weighted
average of the cost of stock is HK$1,657 per ton. This
is much smaller than that assumed in Table 4.1 because
the prices of rice in 1973 were much higher than the
prices of rice in 1975.
b) The import consists of 75% of whole rice and 25% broken
rice. The import price of whole rice is US$280 per ton.
The import price of broken rice is US$200 per ton. The
weighted average of import price is HK$1,300 per ton.
c) The import quota per quarter is 720 tons.
d) The reserved stock per unit quota is 360 tons.
From Table 4.2, the cost is estimated to be HK$8.7 per
picul.
When the price stays at a low level, the merchants are
making more money if the mark-up of $20 per picul is kept.
When price is falling, the importers compete among themselves
to reduce the excessive stocks. They undercut the market
prices by giving rebates to the wholesalers. The mark-up
may drop to $16 per picul.
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Importers' Profit
we can identify four situations:
Inventory/Gross operating
Working Balancevolume
GainLowa) Prices are rising
Lowestb) Prices stay at high level
LoseHighc) Prices are falling
Highestd) Prices stay at low level
In cases (b) and (d), the merchants make a profit of
$5.56/picul and $9.30/picul respectively. On the average,
we can take it as $7/picul.







* From January to October
Assuming that sales are spread evenly on the basis or
quota units, then the yearly import for the merchants will be
their annual sales.
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Administrative overheads vary among the merchants clepencting
on a number of factors:
- Size of the company
- The number of quota units handled by the company
- Traditional Chinese firms or trading companies
- Involvement in other businesses
The range is from $2 to $3 per picul with higher rates
for the smaller merchants.
The profitability of various sizes of importers is
analysed in Table 4.3.
Losses or Gains on Inventory
The common practice in the trade is to adopt the first-
in-first-out principle in the valuation of stock. When prices
are rising, the reported incomes are higher while the stocks
have to be replaced at a higher cost. From an operating point
of view, the profit should really be the difference between
the buying and selling prices. The stocks can be divided into
two categories:
a) Required reserved stock
b) Working balance
At present, the merchants have to maintain a minimum
aggregate reserve of 44,730 tons of rice. The rice is
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TABLE 4.3
COMPARISON OF THE PROFITABILITY OF IMPORTERS
WITH ONE, TWO AND THREE QUOTA UNITS
3-units2-units1-unit
MerchantsMerchantsMerchants
8,640 tons5,760 tons2,880 tonsTotal annual sales
$ 666,671$ 333,336 $1,000,006Gross Operating Income
(Sales x margin)
357,145238,097142,858Less: Overheads
$ 642,861$ 428,574$ 190,478Profit before tax
$ 546,432$ 344,288$ 161,900Profit after tax (15%)
$5,000,000$3,000,000$2,000,000Capital
10.9/012%8.1%After tax return on capital
Rate for one-unit merchants= $3/picul
Rate for 2-units and 3-units merchants= $2.5/picul
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allocated to the importers on the basis of quota units
and cannot be sold for any purposes. So, changes in the
value of the stocks do not reflect real profits and losses.
However, the responsibility of maintaining the 25,000
to 30,000 tons of working balance may fall on any of the
merchants. The merchants who fail to sell their rice will
be keeping a larger portion.
In a declining market, the merchants may be forced to
sell the rice purchased earlier at a price lower than the
original cost. The reasons may be:
- The quality of rice deteriorates with time
- Storage costs money
- Further decline in prices leads to bigger losses
Thus, price fluctuations would lead to actual losses or
gains on the inventory other than the minimum rice stock
required by the Government.
Wholesalers' Gross Margin
Normally, the wholesalers' profit comes from the sale of
rice. Before 1965, the wholesalers' gross margin was about
thirty cents per picul. In addition, they received a commission
of thirty cents per picul from the importers. In 1965, most
of the wholesalers faced serious financial problems, they
were not making enough money to cover the overhead and their
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cash positions were very weak. In order to survive, they
competed severely among themselves. Later in the year, the
Association came out to organize a quota system., The whole-
salers agreed to sell the amount suggested by the Association
and the gross margin was raised by $0.8 per picul. The
wholesalers were allowed to negotiate among themselves for
the quota. In 1967, on the reason that the profit was not
able to cover the overhead, they raised the gross margin to
$1.5 per picul. This was opposed by the retailers and a
number of retailers formed into associations and applied
to the Department of Commerce and Industry to set up their
own wholesale representatives. Two of them were approved and
they maintained the $0.8 per picul gross margin. Furthermore,
they set up a discount system for early payment. The other
wholesalers had to follow to avoid losing too many sales.
Later on, the Cantonese merchants dropped the discount system
and charged a flat rate of 50 cents per picul. The situation
continued until 1973 when the price of rice rose rapidly. Some
of the wholesalers agreed that at that time, the gross margin
get above $10 per picul. Then, Government stepped in and
restricted the gross margin to $2 per picul. After April 1974,
the price of rice was falling. The gross margin of $2 per picul
could not be kept because of competition among the wholesalers.
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Some merchants increased the calscounL or C:dbil PayiLLCAJL..
The Cantonese merchants reduced the margin to $1 per picul
and gave no discount. Moreover, some of the merchants who
got the agency rights sold the rice just at the auction price
because they received commission from the Importers. Their
price was thus lower than the others and they had a much
faster turnover. At the same time, the number of wholesalers
increased. Six additional retailers associations were approved
to buy rice directly from the importers for resale to their
members.
Income and Expenses of the
Wholesalers
According to the statistics of the Wholesalers Association,
the monthly sales records of the wholesalers are:




The two firms with monthly sales below 500 tons are
much involved in the milling industry and receive a handsome
profit from that business.
There are three types of income:
a) Gross Margin
The Government has allowed the merchants to add $2 per
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picul over the auction price. The normal mark-up in
the trade is $1 per picul.
Rebates from Importersb)
The wholesalers receive $0.30 per picul on the rice
they purchase from the importers.
Commission for Acting as an Importer's Agentc)
There are fourteen wholesalers who act as the agent
for an importer. The wholesaler may be responsible for
one or two quota units of the importer or the agent for
imports from a certain country or of a certain grade.
The wholesalers perform all the work related to the selling
of the rice, including the auction. They receive commission
from the importers which is around 1% of the dollar sales
subject to negotiation between the parties concerned.
The wholesalers act as an intermediary and they do not have
to keep a large stock or pay the transportation fees. Their
important expense items are:
a) Rent
The Secretary of the Wholesalers Association said that the
Association rents premises to the members at a rate of
$3,000 to $4,000 per month which is about the current market
rate of premises in Connaught Road, West.
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b) Employees_'__ Salary
The number of employees in the wholesale companies varies
from four to ten. A wholesaler normally requires six
persons to operate the company. If he also acts as an
importer's agent, he will need more people. The total
monthly salaries range from $6,000 to $15,000 and the
average income for an employee is about $1,200.
The monthly income statement for a hypothetical average
company is given in Table 4.4.
TABLE 4.4
MONTHLY INCOME STATEMENT FOR AN AVERAGE WHOLESALER
$11, 600Gross operating income (1 per picul)
3,400Rebate from importers ($0.30 per picul)
$15,000Total Operating Profit
4,500Agent's fee (1% on dollar sales)
$19, 500Total income
Less: Employees' salaries $9,600
Rent and other expenses 4,000 $13,600
$ 5,900Net income before tax
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Assumptions made:
- Monthly sales are estimated at 700 tons
- Average price of rice is $120 per picul
- The company employs eight people
- An importer's agent for one quota unit (720 tons per quarter)
of rice
Retailers' Overhead
The overhead costs differ greatly among the retailers. The
two key items are rent and salaries.
a) Rent
The range goes from $50 to $3,000 per month depending
on the location.
Rate
$0.4 to $1.2 per sq. ft.Resettlement Area
$0.9 to $2 per sq. ft.Low Cost Housing Estate
$3.2 to $9.6 per sq. ft.Other premises
Some merchants are lucky and still enjoy the low rent
of the pre-War buildings,
b) Salaries
A retail shop normally requires five to seven people.
These include a cashier, two to three salesmen and two
to three delivery men. The employees receive $800 to
$1,200 per month.
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However, many retail shops are small tamely businesses
and the owners' children often help in the daily operations.
They do not keep separate accounts of the salaries and earnings.
Profit Margin of the Retailers
The normal mark-up of the retailers are $0.20 to $0.30 per
catty above that of the wholesale price. The retailers have to
pay for the transportation cost.
Cost/Bag (165 catties)
On Hong Kong Island $3.00
On Kowloon Side $3.40- $3.80
$4.40New Territories
However, the retailers often mix the top grade rice with
the lower grade rice or broken rice to get a better margin.
It is almost impossible to define an average retailer.
Two cases are analysed below:
Case 1
A retail shop owner, selling rice and other food items
mentioned that he had to make sales of $1,500 every day to cover
the total monthly expenses of $12,000. He sells 100 bags of
rice every month.
Assumption: Average wholesale rice price is $120 per picul
12,000
x 100%= 26.7%His margin is
1, 500 x 30
Monthly operating gross profit on rice sold:
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100 x 1.65 x $120 x 0.267= $5,298
This is a sizeable contribution to his total monthly expenses
of $12,000.




The match between the two margins is quite close.
Case 2
A retailer in the resettlement area sells sixty bags
of rice every month. He pays $100 per month for rent. His
wife and two sons help him operate the business. So he does
not hire anybody.
Assuming that he makes $30 per picul on the rice sold,
his monthly earning will be:
Gross operating profit 60 x 1.65 x $3u
$2,976
Rent and other expenses=$ 250
$2,726Net income
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5.0 THE ROLE OF CONSUMERS IN RICE TRADE AND THEIR
ATTITUDES TOWARDS SOME SOC IAL ISSUES
5.1 Consumers' Role in the Trade
Through changes in consumption pattern and buying
behavior, the consumers can certainly affect the decisions
of the merchants and Government officials in the rice trade.
However, the consumers usually act on an individual
basis, and the direct impact on the trade as a whole is
small. Only in cases of serious supply shortages will the
consumers' actions be more unanimous and fruitful. Their
voices will reach the merchants and Government through the
newspapers and social organizations. But the process is
still not very efficient.
The consumers felt a need for better representation.
In 1973, the Consumers' Council was set up with the following
purposes:
- Organize the consumers to become a major force in deciding
the allocation of resources.
- Provide better information to the consumers on varieties..
quality and price of rice.
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- Collect opinions of the public and recommend changes to
the merchants and Government.
- Educate the public and alert the public to unfair practices.
The Council carried out a study on the Rice Control
Scheme and the rice trade as a whole in late 1973. A number
of the recommendations they gave to the Government had been
incorporated into the Rice Control Scheme.
5.2 Consumers' Behavior
Some of the factors affecting consumers' behavior and
implications to the merchants and Government officials are
discussed in this section.
Indicators
Certain statistics published by the Government are useful
in indicating the consumption pattern and the change in the
consumers' taste.
a) Aggregate Consumption
Aggregate consumption for the past years is given in
Figure 5.1. We observe a levelling off in the aggregate
consumption.
b) Per Capita Consumption
People in Hong Kong are consuming less and less rice as
indicated by the per capita consumption figures.
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FIGURE 5.1
AGGREGATE CONSUMPTION IN HONG KONG












* Offtakes from Godown
Source: Department of Commerce and Industry
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c) Consumption by Grade
Figure 5.2 is a tabulation of rice consumption according
to different grades. The trend is that people are shifting
towards better grades of rice.
d) Percentage of Household Consumption Expenditure on Rice
We can see from Figure 5.3 that households spend a smaller




Engel's Law states that as real income increases, the
percentage of total consumption expenditure spent on food
decreases. A slower increase in the real income level is
expected in the future. Thus, we can predict that the
percentage of household consumption expenditure on rice
will remain relatively constant.
b) Income Level
As people's income increases, they will look for better
quality and better products. This is the reason why they
have more meat and purchase better quality rice even though
the price for broken rice is cheaper.
c) Substitutes for Rice
Most people still treat rice as the basic foodstuff. But
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FIGURE 5.2
LOCAL CONSUMPTION OF RICE BY GRADE
(Unit in Thousand Metric Tons)












Source: Department of Commerce and Industry
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FIGURE 5.3
HOUSEHOLD EXPENDITURE ON FOOD AND RICE
$400- $2,999$1,500- $2,999Income $400- $1,499
2,8641,4081,456Number of house-
holds




6.1$ 94.5$ 110.4 5.47.3$ 79.2Rice
0.6$ 9.6$ 11.9 0.60.7$ 7.5Other Cereal
$ 22.8 1.5$ 28.9 1.41.5$ 16.7Food prepared
from Cereals
51.948.957.2 $809.3$1,004.71All foodstuff $620.2
Total household expenditure is used as a base forN.B.
alculatina the percentages
Source: Household Expenditure Survey 73/74
Census and Statistics Department
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the younger generation is more ready to shift to bread
and other foodstuffs.
d) Phychological Factor
In case of supply shortage, people are inclined to purchase
more rice and keep the rice in their homes for future
consumption.
e) Elasticity of Demand for Rice
Elasticity of demand depends on the availability of sub-
stitutes at competitive prices and readiness of the
consumers to switch to the substitutes. In Hong Kong,
demand for rice is rather inelastic.
f) Highly Sensitive to Price Increase
The consumers believe that an increase in the price of
rice will start off a series of increases in other food
items. Therefore, they press the Government to keep the
price at a low level.
Implications to the Merchants
a) Growth Prospects
The rice trade is at the maturity stage of its life
cycle. There is no growth prospect although we do not
expect to see a significant decline. In order to grow,




The present situation of the rice trade is similar to
a non-zero sum game under oligopoly. To compete among
each other means a reduction in profit for all.
c) Marketing Strategies
i) The merchants should concentrate on quality rice
because that is what the consumers want.
ii) Marketing programs are useful only to the extent
that it helps the company to maintain its com-
petitive position.
d) Profitability
Cost reduction is the key to improve profitability.
The rice merchants should review their internal operating
procedures and analyse the cost factors to see if cost
can be reduced.
Implications to the Government
a) Supply
It is important to provide an adequate supply. Shortage
may lead to social unrest.
b) Quality
Consumers demand for better quality rice. This implies
that:
- Government should control the quality of rice kept in
the godowns.
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- Control should be extended to the quality of rice sold
at the retail outlets.
c) Price
Increase in price affects a large sector of the public.
Therefore, it is important to maintain a stable price.
The burden of an increase in price is much heavier on the
poor. In formulating policies on rice, the poor sector
should be taken into special consideration.
d) Control
The demand for rice is inelastic. Controlling supply at
all levels in the channel would be as effective as direct
control on price in maintaining price stability.
5.3 Social Issues: On Government Control
The Basis for the Social Issues
The social issues can be divided into two groups-
Government control and business practices in the rice trade.
These issues were widely discussed in the newspapers
during late 1973 and 1974 when there was a serious supply
shortage. In late 1973, the Consumers' Council carried out
a study on the rice trade and they received complaints on the
rice merchants' practices from the public. Government officials
and members of the rice trade was interviewed to discuss matters
related with the Rice Control Scheme. In mid-1974. the
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merchants met the academic circles to discuss on the profit
margins in the rice trade at the Baptist College.
These were no longer hot issues because prices had
been declining over the last two years. However, some problems
still remain in the trade and we should not wait for the next
crisis to bring them out.
This section concentrates on the social issues on Govern-
ment control. There is no doubt that Government control is
necessary. The issues are related to the effectiveness of
the control measures in satisfying the public's interest.
Oligopoly
The public believes that the merchants are enjoying
exclusive rights under the protection of the Rice Control
Scheme. The major criticisms are:
a) The rights to import rice are given to a small number
of merchants.
b) New entry into the trade is restricted at the import
and wholesale level.
c) The merchants retain their rights practically forever.
The consumers argue that the above rights will reduce
competition, encourage collusion and remove incentives to
improve operational efficiencies. As a result, they have to
pay a higher price for the rice.
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Tighter Control on Importers'
Mara in
The Rice Sub-Committee of the Consumers' Council
reported that there are more than 170 outstanding applications
for importers' licences. The Committee interviewed nine of
the applicants and all expressed the view that the long-term
profitability is guaranteed.
Guaranteed profitability is not necessarily bad for the
consumers. what is more relevant is the acceptable level
of profit from the consumers' viewpoint. The public believes
that tighter control is necessary to reduce the abnormally
high margins.
Extend Control over the Wholesalers
and Retailers
Consumers believe that profits earned by intermediate
merchants are unreasonable. They press the Government to
eliminate the wholesalers or at least increase its control
on the wholesalers' operations.
They complain that certain retailers practice price
discrimination and mix rice to raise the profit margin.
They say that Government should be responsible for removing
such practices.
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5.4 Social Issues: On Trade Practices
The consumers have a number of charges against the
merchants. In the interviews conducted for this thesis,
the merchants agreed to some of the charges.
Vertical Integration
The vertically integrated companies have certain com-
parative advantages in relation to cost and marketing channel
over the small merchants. This may lead to unfair competition
on a price basis. Over the long run, a number of small
businessmen will be driven out of business leading to a
less competitive environment. The trade off is between
allowing the existence of less efficient merchants and
maintaining a more competitive environment.
Collusion
Government controls the gross profit by restricting
the dollar amount that an importer can add over the C.I.F.
prices to a maximum of $20 per picul. Recently, the importers
have met to discuss price undercutting among themselves and
how to maintain the $20 gross profit per picul. This certainly
robs from the consumers the chance of enjoying a lower price.
However, collusion in this form is almost impossible to control.
The question becomes whether the fixed maximum is reasonable
or not. More information should be provided to the public
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for its judgments on the degree of reasonableness.
Abnormal Profit
The consumers believe that the merchants earn abnormal
profits during periods of supply shortages. They charge
the merchants for:
a) Stockpiling to control supply in order to create an
abnormal increase in price.
b) Accepting money under the table which indirectly
increase the price consumers have to pay for.
Non-Standard Quality
The consumers complain that the rice they buy is of a
lower quality than what the retailers have claimed. The
Consumers' Council suggests that Government forces the merchants
to display the actual percentage of mix in a prominent way.
However, the success of this system depends very much on the
consumers. They should be more willing to report fradulent
cases to the Council so that actions can be brought against
the dishonest merchants.
Channel Efficiency
The rice trade is rather backward and much remain to be
done to improve the channel efficiency. The consumers prefer
a shorter chain.
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6.0 PROPOSALS TO MODIFY THE EXISTING
RICE CONTROL SCHEME
6.1 Basis for Modification
The objectives of the existing Rice Control Scheme seem
perfectly sound. The root of the problems with the Control
Scheme is the conflict between the merchants and the consumers.
The consumers want an adequate supply of quality rice at low
price while the merchants are in business to make profits.
It would be ideal if a control device can achieve the
purpose with no impact on the merchants and the consumers.
Some criteria for the design of new devices are suggested:
a) The device should be able to achieve the objectives of
the Control Scheme. The device should have minimum
impact on either the merchants or the consumers.
b) If the device is applicable only to a specific situation,
it should only be introduced on a temporary basis and
the possible impact on the merchants or the consumers
when the situation reverses should be carefully analysed.
c) If the device is designed to control a certain aspect of
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the merchants' operation, the merchants' interest should
be taken into consideration in order that the merchants
will be motivated towards the same objective of the device.
6.2 Procedures for Setting the Quota
The quantity of import has an important bearing on the
merchants' profit. So, in setting the quarterly import quota,
immediate impact as well as effects on a longer period of time
should be considered. The skeleton of a new method is suggested.
Step 1: Forecast and quarterly local consumption
Information required:
- trends in per capita consumption
- population projection
- trends in income level
- elasticity of demand for rice
Step 2: Calculate the total stock in Hong Kong
Importers' aggregate sales
Less: Rice to be delivered
Sales to retailers
Less: Average consumption per quarter
Stock at retail level and in
the hands of the public
Add: Ending stock at godown
Total stock in Hong Kong
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Step 3: Make forecast on the future supply position
Step 4: Arrive at the quarterly import quota through con-
sensus of the Government officials, importers' representatives
and wholesalers' representatives in the light of the last three
items.
6.3 Working Balance
Three issues are associated with the question of oligopoly:
- Limited number of registered importers
- Collusion between merchants
- Vertical integration
Obviously, one way is to increase the number of importers.
In January 1976, seven new licences were issued. However,
increasing the number will complicate the problems and affect
the effectiveness of Government control.
The existing scheme depends on the working balance to
encourage competition between the merchants. But, this system
fails to encourage competition at the right time. When prices
are declining, the merchants compete to reduce the level of
stocks. The working balance aggravates the problem. When
prices are rising, the working balance will appreciate in value
and the merchants are not motivated to compete in selling the
rice. In fact, eliminating the working balance will have the
following advantages:
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- Eliminate unhealthy competition
- Eliminate the need to collude
- Improve importers' profitability
But the reserve is reduced. To make up the balance,
the issue of bonus import quota is recommended. The basis
for allocation is the sales record in the last quarter. To be
fair to the smaller importers, sales as a percentage of import
quota will be used.
If merchant A sold 90% of his import last quarter and
merchant B sold 80%, then A is entitled to a larger allotment
of the bonus quota in this quarter. The merchants should have
the right to reject the allotment. When no merchant is willing
to accept the bonus quota, the aggregate will be allocated
amongst the importers on the basis of quota units. When prices
are expected to rise,merchants are encourage to sell more in
order to get a larger share of the bonus quota in the next
quarter. This will reduce the strain on local prices.
6.4 Stock Level
The existing control scheme requires the merchants to
keep a minimum reserved stock. The band concept is proposed.
The merchants still have to keep the minimum reserved stock.
In addition, if a merchant's stock exceeds a set maximum, it
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will be deducted from that merchant's next quarter import
quota. The total reductions are set free for reallocation.
The basis for reallocation is again the percentage of the
company's sales to her quarterly import quota. If no merchant
is willing to accept the extra quota, allotment can be made on
the basis of units of quota.
The merchants are discouraged to stockpile the rice during
periods of rising price. When prices are declining, the merchants
are discouraged to sell by the scheme but to reduce possible
loss on inventory, they will push sales. The balance will in
effect minimize unhealthy competition and price undercutting.
6.5 Scope of Control
Extend Control to Warehouses and
Wholesalers
At the same time, Government should extend the span of
control to the warehouses and the wholesalers.
The number of wholesalers is small. But, from the
analysis of the wholesaler's profit margin, increasing the
number of wholesalers would kill the business. To acquiesce
the consumers, Government should have tighter control on the
operations and profit margins of the wholesalers. Rice is
a reserved commodity and has to be kept in approved godowns.
The control of the godowns' profit margin on rice storage
would be fair practice.
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Enlarge Information Base
Central to the Control Scheme is good and timely information.
The data base should be enlarged to include the following:
a) Information on purchases, stocks and sales of individual
companies at the import and wholesale levels.
b) Audited financial statements of importers, wholesalers
and the warehouses.
The information is collected for various purposes:
a) The information serves as a feedback for evaluating the
effectiveness of the Control Scheme.
b) The information is used as inputs to generate control
measures.
c) The information enables the Government officials to
understand and appraise the business settings in the
rice trade.
The extension of the Control Scheme will make the collection
of information easier.
Control on Margin
Importers are allowed to add $20 per picul to the moving
average of the past three months C.I.F. prices. The policy
has a stabilizing effect on auction prices and reduces the
amplitude of fluctuation.
Costs vary directly with C.I.F. prices, a fixed mark-up
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on C.I.F. prices will induce a wider fluctuation in auction
prices than a fixed amount of gross profit.
In case of monotonically increasing or decreasing prices,
the effect of using moving average is to shift the curve
to the right.
PRICE
P (with moving average)
TIME
But, cycles exist in rice trade; using moving average Will





During the period of declining prices, the merchants push
sales by cutting the profit margin to reduce loss on inventory.
Thus, the price will follow the dotted line as shown in the
graph. The disadvantage of the measure falls mainly on the
P
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merchants. However, minimizing the reserve and eliminating
the working balance will offset part of the losses.
6.6 Emergency Plans
In 1973, because of the world supply shortage, people
in Hong Kong bought rice to guard against cut-off in the supply.
The Government reacted by increasing the import quota. In 1974
and 1975, the merchants, faced with the declining market price
and stuck with an excessive stock, suffered great financial losses.
The key factors here are:
a) Short-term forecast on world market
b) Consumers' confidence
c) Impact on importers
The old system failed because it only considers the short-term
forecast of the world market.
The measures suggested in the previous sections would reduce
the losses of the merchants. Under the new procedures for setting
the quota, the purchase of rice for stock by the consumers are
estimated and added back to the total stock of rice in Hong Kong.
Thus, the stock in-the godowns will not become excessive and
the burden on the merchants will be reduced. Also, the bonus
import quota "and the band concept for reserved stock will
motivate the merchants to sell in periods of rice supply shortages,
thereby reducing the strain on local prices of rice. However.
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if there is a severe supply shortage in rice, the normal control
measures would be inadequate to handle the situation. The
consumers' confidence then becomes important.
Consumers' Confidence
There are two methods to increase the consumers' confidence:
a) The Government can employ public relations technique and
the mass media to induce confidence in the public. A wider
publicity of the consumption figures, the level of stock
and supply forecasts will. improve the consumers' understanding
of the situation.
b) Another measure is that in case of serious supply shortage,
the Government can buy rice for shortage under its title. One
of the reason is to reduce the burden on the merchants. But,
more significantly, it is to assure the public that there will
be enough rice supply and thus reduce the pressure on demand.
Both methods can be used at the same time. The philosophy
is to increase the confidence of the public in the supply position
without raising the import quota excessively. Thus, the impact
and burden on the importers are reduced. Moreover, once the
confidence of the public is established, the vicious cycle that
aggravates the supply shortage position will be broken.
Direct Buying
The Consumers' Council recommended in the Report on Rice
Trade that priority should-be given to supermarkets and large
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stores when Government decides to increase the number of
importers. If this proposal is adopted, the long-term impact
on the small retailers would be detrimental. However, in case
of supply shortages, it is appropriate to allow supermarkets
to buy direct from oversea suppliers. The result is more
competition at the retail level, which is desirable in case of
supply shortages. At the same time, the burden on the rice
importers to keep a larger stock is reduced. Technically,
Government can arrange for the supermarkets to buy through the
regular importers and maintain the normal control as if the
stock is owned by the importers when in fact the stock is
financed and owned by the supermarkets. Or, Government can
issue temporary import quota to the supermarkets on a quarterly
basis or per-shipment basis. Since the measure is on a
temporary basis, the impact on the small businessmen is minimized.
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7.0 RECOMMENDED AREAS OF IMPROVEMENT
FOR RICE MERCHANTS
7.1 Prosect of the Rice Market
The 1976 harvests in the South East Asia region are
expected to be good and Vietnam's first crop after the war
will come out. On the other hand, Russia has reported
another bad crop harvest and she has to buy food from the
world market. Predictions are that rice prices will drop
slightly but wide fluctuations are not likely unless the
political unrest in Thailand and China gets worse.
China and Thailand together supply 85% of Hong Kong's
rice and the impact of a supply cut-off from any one of
them on the local market would be great.
The run between population growth and scientific
developments to increase food production will continue.
But the supply of food will always be a world problem. The
producing countries are seeking for self sufficiency in food.
However, they are developing secondary industries for export
to improve the terms of trade. In the long run, food prices
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will probably increase to encourage production to meet the
world demand. But cycles in price movements will always exist
because of the characteristic of agricultural productions.
The rice trade in Hong Kong is at the maturity stage
of its life cycle. Aggregate consumption has remained
relatively stable. However, it is unlikely that the volume
will decline drastically over the next ten years. New
entries are restricted and the trade is still profitable
even though there is no growth prospect.
7.2 Summary of Problems Faced by
Local Rice Merchants
Before making recommendations to the merchants, the
problems are reviewed.
a) There is no prospect for growth in the rice trace.
b) Issues on control of the operation of the rice
wholesalers and protection of the right of the con-
sumers are currently under Government's review. Wider
and tighter Government controls are expected.
c) Operational efficiency in the rice trade is rather low.
In certain respects, the importers are being protected
because new entries are restricted. However, pressures
from consumers, banks and other commercial sectors will
force the rice merchants to improve.
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7.3 Internal Improvement
There is no doubt that the rice trade has no growth
prospect. But, the merchants can grow by other means. Also,
since sales can hardly be increased, the way to improve
profitability is to increase efficiency and reduce costs.
Growth Strategy
The merchants can remove earnings from the rice trade
and invest in other areas. They can also expand by forward
integration and acquire their own wholesale outlets. This
will give them more flexibility in their operations.
The potential of packaged rice is great and the whole-
salers can expand their operation to include the packaging
process. In this way, they can improve their profit margin.
The retailers can grow into mini-supermarkets by carrying
diversified lines of products.
Valuation of Inventory
The last-in-f irst-out principle will better reflect the
operating prof it. The reserved stock cannot be sold and it
has remained at a constant level for a number of years. Changes
in the value do not represent actual profit or loss. The rest
of the inventory are sold and replaced regularly. Therefore,
it would be more reasonable to take the replacement cost as the
cost of goods sold rather than the actual purchase cost.
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The last-in-first-out principle will affect the asset base
of the company. However, the value of the asset is only important
for investment decisions and in cases of insolvency. So far, there
is not a single case of importers' insolvency. New investments in
the trade are also almost zero because the trade is not growing
and entry is restricted.
In addition, price levels move up and down. It is not very
useful to know the exact value in a particular year.
US$200 per ton1972
US$680 per tonJanuary 1974
US$280 per tonJanuary 1976
Management Update
The managers in the tradehave little exposure to modern
management techniques. To improve the operational and management
efficiency, new blood has to be brought into the trade. Specific
recommendations as to how to improve the management practices cannot
be made here because it is closely related to the characteristics
of the company under concern- its organizational structure, human
and financial resources, and its policies. However, the areas
for improvement can be identified.
a) The profitability of the company depends very much on the
ability and accuracy of the manager's forecasts of the rice
market. At present, this depends on the experience and
instinctive judgment of the managers. A systematic model
for forecast should be developed.
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b) The existing procedure for processing documents is inefficient.
Duplications in processing is common. They keep one set of
books for transactions in the trade and another set for
accounting. Improvement in this area is essential in order
to be compatible with practices in related commercial sectors.
c) The company should try to motivate the staff to work harder
through the use of better indicators of performance and
incentive system. Bad debt losses in the wholesale companies
are substantial. Direct control on the sales manager by
limiting his capacity to sell would be inefficient. The
following scheme is suggested:
- Provide the seller with information on the debts outstanding
on a customer basis and the credit rating of the customers.
- Calculate the yearly bonus to the seller on the basis of
sales less a certain percentage of bad debt losses during
the year. In this way, the seller is motivated to act in
his and the company's interest.
d) To complement the above recommendations, the existing method
of collecting information and communication should be modified
if necessary.
e) There are not too many young and capable people in the trade.
In fact, the experienced rice traders are all very old. In
ten years' time, problems will arise because of the need for
high calibre people to fill the management positions. Employee
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development programs are badly needed. The employees should
be encouraged to take courses in economics and other manage-
ment subjects offered by the professional institutions. On-
the-job trainings are extremely useful and to familiarize the
employees with the various operations of the company, assign-
ments to different lobs should be planned.
7.4 Improving the Environment
Internal improvement is on a company basis. The merchants
should try to improve the environment in which they are operating.
The Channel
The channel structure and operation should be modified.
Diagram 7.1 shows the new structure.
DIAGRAM 7.1












a) A trading centre will be set up for the selling and
buying of rice at the import and wholesale level. This
improves the efficiency by providing an auction place
for everybody. Because transactions have to go through
the centre, discriminating practices can be avoided.
This also makes the collection of information on prices
and qualities of rice sold. at the auctions much easier.
b) The wholesalers will package the rice in plastic bags.
The quantities of rice sold by them will remain the same.
However, there are two positive factors:
- The wholesalers will get a better margin.
- The rice sold to consumers will be more uniform in
quality.
Improve Negotiating Power
The merchants should join together to improve the
bargaining position when negotiating with the rice exporters,
the bankers and the godowns. The organization can also
encourage fair practices and reduce unhealthy competitions
between the members in the channel.
Co-operation with Government and Consumers' Council
It is beneficial to give accurate and timely information
to the Government. In this way, the Government will better
understand the merchants' problems and will be able to set up
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more effective measures to reduce the merchants' burden.
The merchants should also take the initiative to work with
the Consumers' Council to recommend changes in improving
channel efficiency and existing trade practices. This is
the merchants' social responsibility, and if they take the
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